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We report the results of calculations which were performed to investigate equilibrium structures, electronic
and magnetic properties of small NinB clusters withn=1–8,12 within the framework of density functional
theory. The calculated results find that doping of boron enhances the binding energy but reduces the magnetic
moments of Ni clusters. The boron prefers to maximize the number of Ni–B bonds by selecting the site which
increases the coordination of nickel atoms with B, and is seen to induce significant changes in the geometries
of the host clusters forn,4. This study also reveals that some of the NinB clusters considered have a
substantial higher highest ocupied-lowest unoccupied molecular orbital gap of spin-up electrons as compared
to that of spin-down electrons. This may have interesting consequences in the case of the spin-polarized
transport, where there will be no conductance for spin-up electrons in such NinB clusters.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the last few years, much attention has been paid to
the study of atomic clusters from both theoretical and experi-
mental sidesf1–3g. The areas of interest include ground-state
geometries, electronic structure, magnetic, optical, and ther-
modynamic properties. Small atomic clusters are known to
display geometrical arrangements and electronic properties
that are significantly different from their bulk properties. In
addition, the properties are also found to be strongly depen-
dent on the number of atoms in the given cluster. Many of
these properties can be changed by doping the clusters or
mixing the clusters with other species. The rich diversity of
mixed clusters especially in extended systems has lead to
their widespread application in electronics and electrocata-
lytic processes. In this context, transition metal clusters are
of special interest due to their central role in catalysis and
magnetism.

It is known that in Ni-based alloys, such as Ni3Al, the
impurities like boron are of particular interest since the boron
addition produces remarkable grain-boundary strengthening
of L12 nickel aluminidesf4g. Sunet al. f5g have studied the
effect of boron impurities on the bonding in ordered interme-
tallic Ni3Al using the full-potential linear-muffin-tin-orbital
method. They found that changes in the electronic structure
induced by boron results from the hybridization of thed-state
of the nearest-neighbor Ni atoms with the Bp-states. By pre-
ferring the Ni-rich octahedral site, boron enhances the intra-
planar metallic bonding between Ni atoms which, in turn,
effectively enhances the stability of theL12 ordered interme-
tallic compound. A similar conclusion was drawn by Painter
and Averill f6g on the basis of density functional study of
Ni6B cluster. It may also be noted here that a theoretical
study f7g based on a linear combination of atomic orbital

approach with density functional formalism find that doping
of Fen snø6d with boron increases the binding energy of Fen

clusters accompanied with the decrease in their magnetic
moments. However, a systematic investigation of the geom-
etries, energetics, and magnetic moment for NinB clusters
has not yet been performed. In this paper, we propose to
perform such a study of NinB clusters in the size range of
n=1–8 and 12.These calculations have been carried out by
using density functional theorysDFTd. In the following sec-
tion sSec. IId, we describe in brief the computational details,
followed by discussion of our results in Sec. III. In Sec. IV,
conclusions are given.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

All calculations have been performed using first-
principles molecular dynamics based on density functional
theory. The electronic structure and total energy calculations
of all the clusters have been computed using ultrasoft
pseudopotentialsf8g within generalized gradient approxima-
tion given by Perdew-Wangf9g using theVASP packagef10g.
The clusters were placed in a cubic supercell with an edge of
20 Å, and periodic boundary conditions were imposed. The
cutoff energy for the plane wave was set to 241.6 eV. The
optimized geometries of the clusters obtained by quenching
the various initial configurations using quasi-Newton-
Raphson method. The structures were considered to be con-
verged when the force on each ion was less than
0.01 eV/atom with a convergence in the total energy of
about 10−4 to 10−6 eV. In all cases the lowest-energy struc-
ture has been confirmed by changing the positions of Ni and
B atoms, as well as by considering the configurations of the
Ni clusters available from the previous studiesf3,11–17g.
The stability of the lowest-energy configuration and some of
the isomers of a given cluster is further checked by perform-
ing calculations in different spin states of a given cluster.

To benchmark the modeling elements of the computa-
tional method employed in this study, we have first consid-
ered Ni2 and Ni13, for which theoretical dataf3,11–15g are
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available for comparison. Our results are consistent with the
earlier theoretical resultsf11–15g in terms of the computed
binding energiessEb/atomd, minimum bondlengthssRd, spin
multiplicity s2S+1d, and magnetic momentssmB/atomd. The
calculated total spin-state for Ni2 is consistent with the ma-
trix isolated cluster measurementf16g, while the calculated
ground state of Ni13 is in agreement with the conclusions
inferred from chemical probe experimentsf17g.

III. RESULTS

In this section, we present the equilibrium structures, sta-
bility, energetics, and the magnetic moments of the NinB
clusters sn=1–8,12d. First, we discuss the evolutionary
trend of the lowest-energy structures along with some low-
lying configurations. The equilibrium structures along with
the host Nin+1 geometries are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Before
beginning our discussion, we note that the ionic radius of B
atoms1.17 Åd is smaller than that of Ni atoms1.62 Åd. Fur-
ther, the binding energy of Ni–B dimers2.46 eV/atomd is
larger than Ni2 s1.99 eV/atomd and the dimer bondlengths of
Ni–B and Ni2 are 1.46 and 2.16 Å, respectively.

The lowest-energy structure of Ni2B turns out to be linear,
even though Ni3 prefers a triangular structure. The isosceles
triangle sC2vd is one of the low-lying structures at a slightly
higher energys0.19 eVd. The other linear Ni-centered struc-
ture sNi–Ni–Bd is well above the lowest-energy configura-

tion s1.34 eVd. It has been already noted that for Ni3 f11g,
the linear structure is marginally less stable than the triangu-
lar configuration. TheC2v configuration maximizes the over-
all number of bonds, but coupling ofd-orbitals in triangular
symmetry is not optimal for their bonding. To focus on the
stability of Ni2B linear structure, we have examined the
isodensity surfaces of the molecular orbitals of both systems.
In our discussion to represent the typical occupied molecular
orbital we are using the notation HOMO-n, wheren repre-
sents the number of levels between the highest occupied mo-
lecular orbitalsHOMOd to that of occupied molecular orbital
in the eigenvalue spectrum. Figure 3 shows the isodensity
surface for HOMO-8 molecular orbital of the linear configu-
ration where the participation of Bpx is clearly evident. In
linear configuration, the B atom hybridizes with the neigh-
boring Ni atoms forming, a Ni–B–Ni bond through hybrid-
ization of Bpx with both Nidx2−y2. This makes the linear
structure more stable compared to the triangular one. The
HOMO snot shownd is formed byd-orbitals of nickel.

The lowest-energy structure of Ni3B is a planar kite-like
configuration, while that of Ni4 is a three-dimensionals3Dd
tetrahedron. The 3D distorted tetrahedron and the linear con-
figurations of Ni3B are the other low-lying structures at
higher energy, 0.43 and 1.6 eV respectively. Overall, the B
atom prefers the planar configuration with the other Ni atoms
in Ni3B, which facilitates hybridization of Bpx and Bpx or-
bitals with Nidx2−y2.

FIG. 1. Ground-state geom-
etries of Nin+1 clustersscolumn 1d.
The structures on the right side
show the lowest-energy structure
scolumn 2d and some of the low-
energy isomers for NinB clusters
sn=2–5d. The lightly shaded
spheres represent the Ni atoms
and the dark sphere represents the
B atom.
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Addition of one more Ni atom distorts the planar configu-
ration of Ni3B to a three-dimensional structure. The lowest-
energy structure of Ni4B is a 3D, square pyramid configura-
tion where the four-coordinated B atom is at its vertex
position. The triangular pyramid configuration is nearly de-
generate with the square pyramid configurations0.001 eVd.
For Ni5B, the lowest-energy structure is the octahedron con-
figuration with the B atom at the vertex. The next low-lying
configuration, 0.2 eV higher in energy, has the same symme-
try as that of the lowest-energy structure. Interestingly, we
note that the vertex-to-vertex Ni–B distance is 2.53 Å and
the Ni–Ni distance is 2.32 Å in the lowest-energy structure.
On the other hand, the next low-lying structure shows the
respective distances to be 2.50 and 2.34 Å. This clearly in-
dicates that the lowest-energy configuration obtained by our

calculations is a result of a delicate balance between the
Ni–Ni and Ni–B interactions in Ni5B.

Ni6B is a capped octahedron configuration similar to that
of the Ni7 configurationf5g. The capped octahedron but with
a different capping position of the Ni atom is nearly degen-
erate with the lowest-energy configurations0.16 eVd. A pen-
tagonal bipyramid with B at one apex is also found to be one
of the low-lying structuress0.32 eVd. This trend of capping
and distortion continues up ton=8. For NinB clusters, the
tendency for the formation of a pentagonal ring is also evi-
dent forn.6. It is interesting to note the B-centered cubic
structure of Ni8B well above the lowest-energy structure
s0.47 eVd.

For Ni12B, we have considered two different sites for the
B atom in the icosahedron configuration; one at the center
and other at the vertex site of the cluster. The Ni12B structure
with B atom at the center is more stable as compared to the
vertex positions0.26 eVd. The overall evolutionary trend
shows that, except forn=2 and 3, the geometries of the
B-doped cluster are similar to that of Nin+1 where the B atom
occupies a substitutional site accompanied with a slight dis-
tortion in the cluster.

We now discuss the stability of NinB clusters on the basis
of binding energysEbd. The binding energysBEd is calcu-
lated as

EbfNinBg = s− EfNinBg + nEfNig + EfBgd/sn + 1d, s1d

whereE is the total energy of the system.

FIG. 2. Ground-state geom-
etries of Nin+1 clustersscolumn 1d.
The structures on the right side
show the lowest-energy structure
scolumn 2d and some of the low-
energy isomers for NinB clusters
sn=6–12d. The lightly shaded
spheres represent the Ni atoms
and the dark sphere represents the
B atom.

FIG. 3. Isodensity surface corresponding to the HOMO-8 state
for lowest-energy configuration of Ni2B, where the Ni–B–Ni axis
is taken as theZ-axis.
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The binding energy per atomsin eVd for NinB clusters
against the number of atoms in the cluster is shown in Fig. 4.
For the comparison, we have also plotted the binding energy
per atom for host cluster, which clearly indicates that the
substitution of the Ni atom by boron enhances the binding
energy of the given cluster. For the boron-induced clusters
the BE evolves monotonically with total number of atoms in
the cluster. Forn,6, the increase in BE with respect to the
host binding energy is by<1 eV, but for larger clusters the
enhancement in the binding energy is smalls<0.3 eVd. This
indicates that the structures are stabilized with the coordina-
tion of six Ni atoms for the boron for clusters withnù6.

Further, the stability of these cluster is also analyzed with
respect to their fragmentation into atoms and molecules. The
fragmentation channel considered here involves either an Ni
atom or Ni2 molecule. The fragmentation energies are calcu-
lated as

DEfNinBg = EfNinBg − sEfNin−1Bg + EfNigd, s2d

DEfNinBg = EfNinBg − sEfNin−2Bg + EfNi2gd, s3d

whereE is the total energy of the system.
Table I shows the fragmentation energies for NinB clus-

ters. For comparison, we have also noted the fragmentation
energies of nickel clusters. It clearly indicates the higher sta-
bility of Ni nB clusters against the dissociation compared to
that of Nin+1 clusters. It is observed that, for nickel clusters
except Ni4, the energetically lowest fragmentation channel
corresponds to the loss of a single Ni atomf11,18g. The
boron- induced clusters show a trend similar to that of host
clusters. Furthermore, it seems that Ni6B is relatively un-
stable with respect to dissociation. In going from Ni5B to
Ni6B, the bond distanceRNi–B increases by 5% and decreases
by 4% from Ni6B to Ni7B. It is seen that boron prefers to
maximize the Ni–B interactions by selecting the site that
increases the coordination of nickel atoms with B. Even
though for Ni6B the coordination of B atom increases as
compared to the Ni5B cluster, theRNi–B distance increases.
The decrease in Ni–B interactions makes the cluster rela-
tively unstable.

The total magnetic moment for the NinB clusters against
the number of atoms in the cluster is shown in Fig. 5, where
we have also plotted total magnetic moment of the host Ni
clusters. It can be seen that the doping of the boron decreases
the magnetic moment of the host Ni cluster. The reduction in
the magnetic moment varies considerably with the size of the
cluster, stabilizing to<5mB for nù5. Some of the higher-
energy configurations are found to be with higher magnetic
moments than the lowest-energy ones. Thus, the spin state of

FIG. 4. Binding energy per atomssolid lined for NinB sn
=1–8,12d and for Nin+1 clusterssdotted lined vs number of atoms
in the clusters.

TABLE I. Fragmentation energiesseVd of NinB and Nin+1 clusterssn=1–8d via loss of a Ni atom and Ni2

molecule.

System Fragmentation path

n

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

NinB Loss of Ni 4.92 4.06 4.03 4.25 4.54 4.25 4.30 4.28

Loss of Ni2 — 5.00 4.11 4.30 4.81 4.82 4.58 4.61

Nin+1 Loss of Ni 3.98 3.26 3.30 4.07 4.43 4.55 4.16 4.03

Loss of Ni2 — 3.26 2.56 4.18 4.52 5.02 4.54 4.21

FIG. 5. Total magnetic momentsin mBd for the NinB sn
=1–8,12d and the Nin+1 structures as a function of number of at-
oms in the cluster.
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the cluster appears to depend on the placement of boron, the
configuration of Ni atoms, and the nature of hybridization of
Ni d with B p complex. For example, the magnetic moment
for the planar configuration of Ni3B is 3mB, while for the
next low-lying configuration it is 1mB. In the case of Ni5B,
for the lowest-energy configuration the total magnetic mo-
ment is 5mB while for the next higher-energy structure it is
3mB. These remarks are illustrated for Ni12B, in which the
placement of the B atom changes significantly the magnetic
moment of the cluster.

The magnetic moment of boron-centered Ni12B structure
is 4.73mB, while for the vertex-site configuration, it is 8mB,
which is equal to the magnetic moment of the host cluster. A
comparison of the eigenvalue spectrum of these three struc-
tures sNi12, Ni12B center, and Ni12B vertexd reveals some
interesting featuressFig. 6d. The number next to the arrows
on thex axis in Fig. 6 refers to spin-up and spin-down elec-
trons. Firstly, upon the induction of boron at the center in
Ni12, a noticeable change in the eigenvalue spectrum is seen
in terms of well-separated nearly degenerate states. For the
vertex B position, however, the nature of the spectrum is
similar to that of the host. More interestingly, boron-induced
states are well below the HOMO for the lowest-energy con-
figuration of Ni12B center. As a result, the HOMO-LUMO
shighest molecular occupied orbital-lowest molecular unoc-
cupied orbitald gap for ↑-spin in this configuration remains
large. As a consequence, three extra electrons associated with
B prefer to go in ↓-state of Ni12B. However, in the
Ni12B-vertex configuration, boron induces an extra state in
the spin-up gap as relative to the host Ni12 spectrum. This
state is then occupied by the extra electrons raising the mag-
netic moment to 8mB. It turns out that a B-induced state
appears as a HOMO for the apex configurationssee the dis-
cussion in the next paragraphd.

To discuss the nature of bonding in these clusters, we
have examined the charge density isosurfaces of the molecu-
lar orbitals and the eigenvalue spectrumsnot shownd for the
lowest-energy configuration of all clusters. The HOMO of all
the lowest-energy configuration belongs to the Nid and the
boron induces the density of states at the middle of the en-

ergy spectrum due to the hybridization of Bs with Ni d. A
typical state from the lowest-energy configuration of Ni12B is
shown in Fig. 7. It is seen that the Bp hybridized with six
Ni dz2. The next degenerate level, not shown here, B hybrid-
izes with the remaining Ni atoms of the cluster.

Now, we discuss the nature of the HOMO for the two
nearly degenerate isomers of Ni12B cluster. As noted earlier,
the B-centered icosahedra are lower in energy as compared
to B-vertex icosahedra configuration by 0.26 eV. Figures
8sad and 8sbd show the isodenses for the HOMO’s of these
two configurations. It can be seen that HOMO is dominated
by dx2−y2 and the boron is not participating in the hybridiza-
tion for the centered-site configuration. For the vertex con-
figuration, Bpx and Bpy hybridize with five Ni neighbors
havingdz2 complex; in addition to that Bpz hybridizes with
central Nidz2, which in turn form a bond with the apex Ni
atom. It can be seen that the five neighboring Ni atoms from
the lower pentagonal ring participate in the hybridization
throughdx2−y2 in HOMO. The consequence of this is leading
to the enhancement of the magnetic moment which has al-
ready been discussed. Figure 9 shows the spin density
fr↑sr d−r↓sr dg for Ni12B–vertex configuration. It is seen that,
there is no magnetization on boron and central Ni atom. A
closer examination of isodenses shows that the distribution
of the spin density is inhomogeneous and the maximum mo-
ment is observed at vertex Ni atom, which is opposite to the
boron.

Now, we bring out an interesting feature of these doped
clusters. Figure 10 shows the spin up HOMO-LUMO gap
and spin down HOMO-LUMO gap for these clusters. It is
seen that, forn.5, the boron-doped clusters have a large
HOMO-LUMO gap for spin-up electronss<1.3 to 2 eVd

FIG. 6. The eigenvalue spectrum of Ni12 and Ni12B. The con-
tinuous lines represent occupied eigenstates and the dotted one rep-
resent the LUMO eigenstate.

FIG. 7. Isodensity surface corresponding to the HOMO-50 state
of Ni12B lowest-energy configuration, where a B atom is at the
center site.
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while spin-down electrons have a very small gap
s<0.08–0.43 eVd. This will have an interesting repercussion
on electron conductance through these clusters. Recently,
much attention is being focused on controlled transport of
electrons using spin polarizationf19–21g. The use of spin
degree of freedom adds another dimension to the emerging
field of molecular scale electronicssspintronicsd f19g. The

boron-doped clusters investigated here, having the above-
noted property will conduct only through spin down channel
svery small spin-↓ HOMO-LUMO gapd. Therefore, they
could be considered as potential candidates in spintronics
devices as spin analyzer or spin filter.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In the present investigation, we have reported the lowest-
energy and some of the low-lying configurations of NinB
sn=1–8,12d using first-principles molecular dynamics. The
overall evolutionary trend shows that, except forn=12 and
3, the geometries of the doped cluster are similar to that of
Nin+1 where the B atom occupies a substitutional site accom-
panied by a slight distortion in the cluster. The doping of

FIG. 8. HOMO isodensity surfacesad for Ni12B center andsbd
for Ni12B vertex.

FIG. 9. The spin density fr↑sr d−r↓sr dg isosurface of
Ni12B-vertex configuration at one-fifth of its maximum isosurface
value.

FIG. 10. HOMO-LUMO gap for spin-upssolid lined and spin-
down sdotted lined electrons of NinB clusterssn=1–8,12d.
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boron enhances the binding energy but reduces the magnetic
moment of the host cluster. This is consistent with the obser-
vation that boron in bulkL12 ordered intermetallic com-
pounds enhances the stability by segregating to the grain
boundary than to the free surface. For boron-induced clus-
ters, the structural stability and magnetic properties of these
clusters appears to be the outcome of a delicate interplay
among the coordination number for B atom, cluster symme-
try, and the hybridization of Bp and Nid orbitals. Forn
.5, the clusters have substantially higher HOMO-LUMO
gap for spin-up electronss<1.3 to 2 eVd while for spin-
down electrons it is very smalls<0.08–0.43 eVd. This will
have interesting repercussions on electron conductance
through these clusters. These clusters will conduct only

through a spin-down channelsvery small spin-↓ HOMO-
LUMO gapd. Therefore, they could be considered as poten-
tial candidates in the emerging field of molecular scale spin-
tronics.
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